Abstract. We associate to a triple cover π : X −→ Y a new space Z which is isomorphic as a cover to X if and only if π has no fat-point type ramification. In some cases Z is the blow-up of X at fat-point brach locus. Degree-four covers are briefly discussed.
Introduction
This section we write last. Well... The authors wish to thank Ciro Ciliberto, Alberto Calabri, Flaminio Flamini, Alfio Ragusa and especially Rick Miranda for their wonderful job in Catania.
The trace-zero module
Here we recall the setup as stated in [Miranda] . Let π : X −→ Y be a finite flat map of degree n (a finite cover) between noetherian schemes over an algebraically closed field k, which we assume to have characteristic other than 2 or 3. Then π gives a O Y −algebra structure to π * (O X ), that is also a locally-free O Y −module of rank n. When char(k) does not divide n, the bundle π * (O X ) naturally splits as O Y ⊕ E, where E is a rank n − 1 bundle over the base Y , because
e. E = ker tr, the trace-zero module).
For n = 3, one can locally choose generators z, w for E as an O Y −module, while the O Y −algebra structure, by associativity and commutativity, plus the 0−trace condition, is given by an O Y −linear map φ : Sym 2 (E) → E ⊕ O Y that one locally writes: [Miranda, theorem 2.7] ). The parameters a, b, c, d (rational functions over Y ) and the bundle E determine the cover, and viceversa; also one can recover the ramification and total ramification locus in terms of these parameters. Moreover, the maps of such a form are in one-to-one correspondence with the set Hom(Sym 3 (E), ∧ 2 (E)), and clearly such a morphism gives a section:
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Janis...
that locally gets the form
, by passing to the natural dual basis:
We have X = Spec(E⊕ O Y ), so the fact that the O Y −algebra structure of O X is given by φ above tells that in the fibre of the point y ∈ Y one has 3 points cut out by the intersection of 3 conics in the A 2 space spanned by z, w, A 2 z,w . On the other hand, for a, b, c, d not simultaneously zero we can consider the P 1 −bundle locally spanned by z, w and its subscheme given by the vanishing of (2). By projecting to Y we still have a finite flat map of degree 3: here we seek the relation between the two covers.
Examples
Locally, there are only four types of fibre over a point in Y , corresponding to the four 3−dimensional algebras over k. These are
Here we construct two examples which comprehend the four cases.
Example 3.1 (Curvilinear ramification (5)). Let X = V(t(t − s)(t + s)) ⊂ A 2 and Y = V (t). Projecting the three lines over Y gives a triple cover, ramified only at s = 0 which is of type (5) since the algebra over s = 0 is k[t]/(t 3 ). We add a coordinate ζ = t 2 to put the equation of X in the form (1) and we get
Now the trace-zero module. Multiplying by t and ζ gives the traces:
And clearly tr(M 1 ) = 3. So a basis for E is t, ζ − 2 3 s 2 . Denote these by z, w. The relations defining X now become:
so in the P 1 at infinity the equation cuts out: w(s 2 z 2 + s s 2 z w − w 2 ) i.e. three distinct points on each fiber except s = 0 where we get a triple ramification: this coincides with the original cover.
Example 3.2 (Fat-point case (6)). Let Y be the A 2 plane with coordinates (s, t), X ⊂ A 4 be given by the ideal I(X) = (u(u − s), v(v − t), u v), and the covering map π be the projection onto Y . The fibre π −1 ((s, t) ) consists of the three points (s, t, 0, 0), (s, t, s, 0), (s, t, 0, t), so the cover is unramified outside the s and t axis V(s t).
On the two axis we have double ramification except in (0, 0) where we meet a fatpoint type ramification, indeed the algebra
By the definition of X we have:
so that the multiplication laws for u, v yield the traces:
and obviously tr(M 1 ) = 3, so that a basis for the trace-zero module can be chosen to be w = Remark 4.3. As the fat-point ramification locus is a closed subvariety of X, the above map is always a birational morphism. However, the map Z −→ Y might not be finite.
Now fix a point in Y and call p i = (z i , w i ) for i = 1, 2, 3 the three (possibly coincident) points in the fiber, lying in A 2 = A 2 (z,w) . Then we have Observation 4.4. The image via ϕ of p 1 is the point in the P 1 at infinity of A 2 z,w representing the line joining p 2 and p 3 . Moreover the vector sum of the p i 's is equal to 0.
The last observation gives a geometric interpretation of the map ϕ: to each point we associate the line passing through the other two. This makes sense also when we meet double ramification, since two infinitely near points determine a tangent direction. Indeed, also in curvilinear triple ramification we can consider the tangent direction. Example (3.2) suggests that at fat-point ramification p we consider "all possible tangents" through p to get a blow-up.
Remark 4.5. What follows is the "outline"
We describe the new cover, isomorphic to the previous in non-fat-point cases. Geometric interpretation. Notice that the inverse is always defined. Questions: is the inverse a blow up? why does it resolve only the fat points? Also we re-examine the examples.
Furhter remarks
We simply say that the geometric picture is meaningful in the n−fold cover case, that is, a birational map should always exist. The map fails to be defined for some configurations of the points in the ramification locus. Moreover in the quadruple case, considering the fibre of y, we associate to the point say p 1 = (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) of X the point in the projective dual space given by the plane H passing through p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , namely H = [y 2 (z 3 − z 4 ) − y 3 (z 2 − z 4 ) + y 4 (z 2 − z 3 ) : − x 2 (z 3 − z 4 ) + x 3 (z 2 − z 4 ) − x 4 (z 2 − z 3 ) :
x 2 (y 3 − y 4 ) − x 3 (y 2 − y 4 ) + x 4 (y 2 − y 3 )] (7)
